Bioelectricity production of PMFC using Lobelia Queen Cardinalis in individual and shared soil configurations
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Abstract. Plant Microbial Fuel Cell (PMFC) creates electricity from oxidation of root exudates by microbia anaerobic digestion, and reduction of dioxygen to water. In this study, Lobelia Queen Cardinalis was used as a plant model to investigate the impact of ionic connection between stacked Plant microbial fuel cell (shared soil). 10mm thickness carbon felt woven with stainless steel wire was used for both anode and cathode, and soil was a mix of potting soil and ground from pond banks (30%-70% weight, respectively). Independent performances did not show any difference between individual and shared soil PMFCs. Stacking independent PMFC in series sums both open circuit potential (OCP) and internal resistance, while stacking in parallel sums current, keeping open circuit potential to the mean of the OCPs. Although series stacking seems to output best performances, this configuration may cause voltage reversal in one PMFC when current is strong, leading to biofilm damage, so stacking in parallel is recommended.

1 Introduction

Plant Microbial Fuel cells are promising alternatives for renewable energy harvesting systems. These electrochemical systems use plants and exoelectrogenic bacteria to convert the carbon stored in the soil into electrical energy [1]. Thanks to photosynthesis, plants are able to transform carbon dioxide \( CO_2 \) into sugars such as acetate or glucose. Surplus of produced sugars are excreted by the roots, as root exudations and are therefore translocated into the soil [2]. These organic molecules are used as renewable resource in PMFC for electrical energy production. A typical PMFC comprises an anode installed deep in the soil (anaerobic region), a cathode placed on the ground surface (aerobic environment), separated by the soil which acts as a membrane, and connected by an external electrical circuit (fig.1). At the anode, anaerobic bacteria naturally grow to form a biofilm, which oxidizes organic rhizodeposits, resulting in a release of electrons and protons. Electrons transmitted to the anode are carried away by the external circuit, and protons are transferred across the cathode via soil. This flow of charges generates electrical energy. At the cathode, a reduction reaction occurs, where electrons, protons and oxygen react to form water. Dioxygen is often used as the electron acceptor, because it is abundant and has a quite good electronegativity [3]. Theoretically, the PMFC generates a maximum electrical power output of 3.2 W/m² (280 MWh/ha year) [4]. Although this power density is lower than that of photovoltaic panels, PMFCs can generate continuous energy without need for energy storage systems, without competition for food and can be operated at any location. However, several factors limit the implementation of larger scale PMFC for real application. Main disadvantages of PMFC are relatively low power densities production and loss of performances in scaled-up systems. The connection of multiple PMFCs in parallel and in series, is a way to boost output voltage and current of larger scale system. This stacking approach has been already described for Microbial Fuel Cells (MFCs) for wastewater treatment and sediment MFCs [5]. Only one recent study of Pamintuan’s group, described the stacking behaviour of individual PMFCs [6]. This study demonstrates that a combination of series and parallel connection between cells might be the best choice to extract more performances in individual PMFCs. However, the individual configuration of PMFCs used in this study (PMFCs do not share the same soil), is not suitable for large scale application where PMFCs share the same soil. Indeed, two main configurations could be used to study PMFCs : (1) individual PMFCs planted in single pots without any ionic connection between them [7], [8][9]; (2) soil shared PMFCs that are directly planted in the same ground maintaining ionic connection between them, [1],[10]. The soil shared configuration is more appropriate for real application, for example, to combine agriculture and electricity production. In this configuration, ionic connection between PMFCs could greatly change stacking behaviour of connected cells as previously reported for MFCs[11].

Herein, we describe the study of the stacking behaviour of PFMCs in both individual and shared soil configurations. The primary goal of this work was the investigation of the...
impact of shared soil on PMFC performances. Then, performances and behaviour of stacked PMFCs in shared soil and in individual soil were compared. To the best of our knowledge, this study was never reported.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental setup

Ten single-chamber PMFCs were built with 3.5 L plastic conical pot as base container (17.5 cm deep). For 6 of them, pots were connected together by 3. The remaining 4 pots were independents (fig. 2). There were no holes at the bottom of the pots, in order to keep the soil constantly immersed. This prevented dioxygen to diffuse to the anode and kept ionic conductivity between electrodes. Electrodes were made with 10 mm carbon felt cut in circle (Graphitech, FR). Anodes had a diameter of 13.2 cm ± 0.2 cm (surface area 0.014 m²) and cathodes had a diameter of 17.5 cm ± 0.5 cm, with a 5 cm hole at the middle in order to let the plant grow (surface area 0.021 m²). Distance between anode and cathode were chosen to be 7.5 ± 0.5 cm. The choice of this distance originates from preliminary studies: pots with interelectrode distances below 7 cm did not start well, certainly because of dioxygen diffusion (no membranes were used). Besides, Takanezawa et al. [12] found out that, within the same configuration, 5 cm distance gave better performances than 2 cm. Although it depends on the ionic conductivity, this interelectrode distance must be high. Collectors were stainless steel wire AISI 316, 0.25 mm thick (GoodFellow) woven inside the electrodes, and attached to copper wire with dominoes. As good contacts, flatness and inter-electrodes distance were not easy to reproduce, contact resistance was considered as acceptable if it was under 50 Ω (using ohmmeter between carbon and the end of the wire). Inoculation was made with acetate just once at the beginning (Acetate sodium, 1 g L⁻¹), and already living organisms in ground/potting soil. pH was not buffered, as the commonly used phosphate buffer solution (PBS) seems to have an unclear impact on PMFC [13]. pH was measured at the end of the experiment. Plants used were Lobelia Queen Cardinalis, and were bought in a garden center already 5 cm tall with 5 to 10 leaves. All pots were installed in a closed rack with LED attached above each floor. Temperature was left in the range of 15 to 25°C. Plants were lighted with 43 W LED, 12 h day⁻¹. As already stated above, pots were constantly immersed to respect water-logged conditions, as it is a quite important parameter [14]. To prevent chemical imbalance inside the shelf (especially abundance of CO₂), 5 V fans were used to create a slight overpressure inside the shelf and aerate the place. All results were made in triplicate to avoid statistical errors and misinterpretation.

2.2 Potential logging

Starting from day 0, current through 680 Ω external charge and open circuit potential between anode and cathode were measured every other day with a voltmeter. Once current measurements were made, these ones were disconnected from the PMFCs, and the measurements of open circuit potential was made after waiting 15 minutes at least. Electrodes potential vs Ag/AgCl were also logged, at open circuit and with the charge connected.

2.3 Internal resistance

Internal resistance \( R_{\text{internal}} \) of each MFC was estimated with the two used functioning points, open circuit and 680 Ω external charge:

\[
R_{\text{internal}} = R_{\text{external}} \times \frac{OCP - V_{\text{external}}}{V_{\text{external}}} \tag{1}
\]

where \( R_{\text{external}} \) is the external resistance connected to PMFC (680 Ω), \( OCP \) is the open circuit potential, and \( V_{\text{external}} \) is the voltage across external resistance.

2.4 Electrode contribution to internal resistance

As mentioned above, internal resistance is limiting the maximum extracted power from the Plant MFC. this
internal resistance implies voltage loss, and depends on electrolyte conductivity and resistance across electrodes (due to mass transfer, and reaction kinetics) [15]. To know which electrode contributed more to the internal resistance of the PMFC, a linear model was defined, where internal resistance can be separated into 2 contributors: anode and cathode (Fig.3).

![Fig. 3. Electrical model of PMFC with separated electrode contribution](image)

It is then possible to separate the electrode contribution to internal resistance \( R_{\text{int, electrode}} \) as following:

\[
R_{\text{int, electrode}} = \frac{V_{\text{electrode}}}{i} = R_{\text{external}} \times \frac{V_{\text{electrode}}}{V_{\text{external}}} \tag{2}
\]

where \( i \) is the current flowing through the external charge, \( R_{\text{external}} \) is the external charge used, \( V_{\text{external}} \) is the voltage across the external charge, and

\[
V_{\text{electrode}} = |E_{\text{charge, electrode}} - E_{\text{OCP, electrode}}| \tag{3}
\]

Where \( E_{\text{charge, electrode}} \) is the potential of the electrode potential (compared to Ag/AgCl reference electrode) when external charge is connected, and \( E_{\text{OCP, electrode}} \) and is the same potential on open circuit mode. Then, internal resistance is the sum of the two contributions:

\[
R_{\text{internal}} = R_{\text{int, cathode}} + R_{\text{int, anode}} \tag{4}
\]

It has to be stated that the result is mainly qualitative, and should be used as a comparison method only. Indeed, calculation of internal resistance with 2 points can lead to quantitative errors, especially when 1 point is outside the linear domain of the V-I PMFC curve (in this case the open circuit potential point). Besides, this model does not take into account electrolyte and membrane (if exists) resistance, since they are included in \( R_{\text{int, anode}} \) and \( R_{\text{int, cathode}} \). Therefore, any difference between \( R_{\text{int, anode}} \) and \( R_{\text{int, cathode}} \) will imply inequalities between electrode resistance, no matter the value of electrolyte resistance, considered to be distributed evenly. Not taking this value into consideration still allows to investigate which electrode is contributing more to the internal resistance, and then is limiting the current density.

2.5. Stacking

During measurements, 3 individual soil pots were stacked together, and 3 sharing soil pots as well. Stacking of PMFCs was either in series or in parallels (fig.4). Internal resistance estimations were made, in order to compare them to single pots average.

![Fig. 4. Stacking combinations](image)

Open circuit potential and current through external resistance were also logged for stacked PMFC regularly. PMFC were connected together, and measurements were made when the system was stable. This allowed to estimate global internal resistance of a stacked PMFC system. However, as different plants are used when comparing shared soil and individual soil stacking, there is a bias. Indeed, every PMFC do not have the same performances at the same time, and results of stacking will be dependent on single PMFC performances at that specific time. To avoid this bias, normalization was made on open circuit potential and internal resistance to respectively average open circuit potential and average internal resistance of used PMFC.

3 Results and discussions

3.1. Biofilm formation

All PMFC started 7 days after their implementation. These results indicate that living potting soil and ground as matrix substrate already contain exoelectrogen microorganisms, and addition of acetate made them competitive at the electrode surface. There were no differences between pots ionically connected and individual pots in terms of startup duration. These results ensure that ionic connection between PMFCs does not affect biofilm formation. Moreover, the anode potential log allowed to understand that the biofilm was stable when potential at open circuit reached about \(-400\text{mV vs Ag/AgCl}\). Interestingly, when potential of anode was reached, open circuit voltage and current through external charge didn't reach the steady state yet, and a second growth phase was observed (fig. 5.a). Cathode contribution to resistance was still huge compared to the anode, but decreased during this second phase, until stability was reached (fig. 5.b). This behaviour might be explained by the development of
a aerobic biofilm on the cathode with slower kinetic than that of anodic biofilm [16] [3]. However, further investigations are required to determine the structure of this cathodic biofilm and its growth kinetics.

Fig. 5. PMFC startup

3.2. Study of individual and shared soil configurations

3.2.1. Steady state

On steady state, open circuit potential and current was found to be identical between shared soil plant and unique plant. The maximum current obtained through 680 Ω external charge was 0.92 mA, and was reached by both individual (1 and 2) and soil shared (6, 8 and 10) PMFCs, showing no significant difference between the two configurations. Interestingly, it was observed that breakdown of one ionically connected plant did not interfere with other PMFC of the same ground (fig.6).

3.2.2. Stacking

Stacking microbial fuel cell was studied and compared with the average of related plants performances. Stacking in series with shared soil PMFC is certainly the worst configuration. Open circuit potential is slightly increased, but not as much as internal resistance, which renders the performances of the stacked PMFC system even worse than one single PMFC. When stacking in series with individual pots, open circuit potential was found to be the sum of all single open circuit potential (fig. 7.a.). However, two major concerns make that configuration not advisable.

First, internal resistance is multiplied by more than 3 (fig.7.b.) which limits considerably the power output. Second, voltage reversal was observed on strong functioning current, and biofilm damage due to this polarization can be irreversible. Voltage reversal has been found when using an external charge of 50 Ω on individual soil plant in series. The PMFC on which it appeared was the weakest one in terms of individual performances.

Stacking PMFC in parallel might be the right choice, regardless of the ground connection. Open circuit potential is the mean of the three single open circuit voltage, and internal resistance is almost divided by three, which allows to drag more power.

3.2.2. Stacking when breakdown of one PMFC

One single PMFC voltage and current dropped from day 87 of experiment. This allowed to look at the evolution of stacking performances when one plant microbial fuel cell broke down. It appears that the stacked PMFC system reacts as previously described: the multiplication factor was not changed according to the chosen configuration. The sum of internal resistance in series show that a breakdown of one PMFC can drastically limit the current flow.

3.2.2. Perspectives

Cathode contribution to internal resistance was higher than the anode one, even if cathode area was larger and reduction was catalysed after 3 weeks. This result implies that, although this PMFC configuration is mainly used and other configurations have been tested [17] [18], research on low-cost and easy-to-build configuration still needs to
be done to reduce the cathode limitation. Biocathode is a really interesting way to catalyse dioxygen reaction [3]. Besides, internal resistance can be drastically reduced with higher ionic conductivity [19]. Studying PMFC stacking at different conductivities could lead to different electrons transfer limitations, and might lead to new conclusions.

a. Open circuit potential multiplication factor

Fig. 7. PMFC log in shared soil

b. Internal resistance multiplication factor

4. Conclusion

Lobelia Queen Cardinalis was used in plant microbial fuel cell systems. PMFC with another broken PMFC in the same soil is not affected by this breakdown. Cathode limitation was shown at the beginning, but supposed biofilm formation at the cathode increased this one’s performance to the same level as anode, when comparing contribution to internal resistance. When stacking multiple PMFC in series, both internal resistance and open circuit potential increase. In case of ionic connection, strong interferences are making the stacking even less efficient than only one PMFC. Parallel connection should be preferred in both individual and shared soil to avoid voltage reversal in one PMFC.
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